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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this essay is to examine the cultural conditions, expectations,
and adjustments that surrounded the founding of Moor’s Charity School and
Dartmouth College.
It is based upon a reading of the papers and letters of Eleazar Wheelock,
Samson Occom, and numerous other Native American students of Wheelock’s
schools. Secondary sources, such as biographies of Wheelock, Occom, and Joseph
Brant, have provided additional information, as have numerous studies of the nature
of the cultural encounter between Englishmen and American Indians in colonial
America. Many of these studies have focused on the nefarious intentions of English
educators or the victimization of their native subjects.
A closer look at these students and a balanced view of their teachers,
however, yields a more accurate picture of the cultural environment of colonial
America while giving a useful, and timely, example of intercultural education and
interaction.

CROSSING CULTURAL CHASMS:
ELEAZAR WHEELOCK AND HIS NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOLARS,
1740-1800

INTRODUCTION

Eleazar Wheelock founded his Indian charity school in 1754. Fifteen years
later he founded Dartmouth College, ostensibly for the benefit and education of
Native Americans. His reasons for starting these schools and the reasons Indians
wanted to attend them are rooted in the religious and political history of New
England and North America.

A view of Wheelock and his students in their

contemporary settings offers a valuable perspective that should not be overlooked in
the details.
The timing and even existence of the Great Awakening in America has
sometimes been disputed by historians, but there is a general consensus that a
religious revival swept through New England on the trail of the itinerant British
preacher George Whitefield in 1740 and 1741. Concerned with the growing laxity
they sensed in the congregations o f New England, some revivalist ministers left their
pulpits to travel to other towns and colonies, carrying their messages to
congregations not their own.

Wheelock, minister of a congregation in Lebanon,

Connecticut, was one of New England’s most energetic proponents o f the revival.
Involved in correspondence with many other leaders, he became a traveling minister
in 1741 when he preached extensively in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut.
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As a revivalist “New Light,” Wheelock and his methods were objectionable
to the “Old Lights,” traditionally minded ministers. The Old Lights tended to adhere
to the compromises made in New England churches when early Puritan zeal failed to
survive the generations. But the New Lights themselves split into two camps before
the end of the decade. “Separatist” preachers called for even more radical changes in
church practice, while Wheelock and most other congregational ministers fought to
remain the spiritual heads of their communities.1
Despite his determination to preach from both his Lebanon pulpit and on an
itinerant schedule, by 1742 Wheelock felt the pressure of growing anti-itinerant
feelings. Because of his frequent travels and apparent neglect of his own flock, his
congregation withheld his pay. Thus publicly chastised and financially punished, he
turned toward other souls and additional means of income.

Like many other

unfulfilled or pious ministers of his day, Wheelock saw opportunity in the newly
christianized souls of his Indian neighbors.

He had previously supplemented his

income by preparing English boys for Yale and other colleges. In 1743 he began to
teach his first Indian student, Samson Occom, a Mohegan. Occom’s aptitude and
success encouraged Wheelock to seek out new native students.
The Indians of New England were not unaware of the colonists’ Great
Awakening. In fact, one historian has argued that non-Christian Native Americans
were as affected by the revival as any English and Africans in the colonies, though
they might have converted for different reasons. Conversion in the 1740s was a
method of adaptation for many native groups now hemmed in by colonists.

In

addition, the religious revival made it easier to join a Christian church, for it made
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everyone equal as novices, it promised salvation for all, and its excitable ministers
more closely resembled many native religious leaders.

Religious conversion of

native populations had occurred slowly for the first century and a half after contact
in New England, but by the end of the Awakening era, virtually all the native groups
of New England were Christianized.

Still, the colonists and natives remained

culturally distinct. There was still plenty of misunderstanding and distrust on both
sides.3
Anglo-Indian relations in the New England area were always dynamic.
Through the first phases o f European discovery, trade, and war, the most important
changing value was the continental balance of power.

In the earliest stages of

intercultural relations, which lasted until the mid-seventeenth century, Indian tribes
and confederacies were the equals to the European powers. In New England, the
Iroquois and the Algonquians were the most formidable native alliances.

They,

along with independent tribes, the French, the English, and the Dutch, could play
other groups off one another or form alliances to suit their needs. At least while
trade continued to be colonists’ main contact with Indians, a precarious balance was
maintained.
Events in Europe brought an end to the balance. When the Dutch lost New
York to the English in the 1660s, the Iroquois lost an ally. The subsequent dealings
o f the Iroquois with the French and the English weakened the position of the
Algonquians: In addition, the English increased their demands for land. Among
many of the native groups of New England, the isolation and lack of recourse to
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allies led to a loss of autonomy and increased dependence on European goods
trade.4
The next stages in European-Indian relations in New England began with the
Grand Settlement of 1701, in which the Iroquois agreed to remain neutral in any
French-English dispute. Though their neutrality did not last, one other provision in
the agreement laid groundwork for Wheelock’s later recruitment of Iroquois
students: the Iroquois promised to allow Protestant missionaries to proselytize
among them.5
In the 1730s and 1740s, the British and French carried on a struggle for
power in the Ohio Valley. This caused dissension among the Iroquois, fear o f Indian
attacks among New England colonists, and the rise o f the British agent among the
Iroquois, William Johnson.

Destined to play a powerful role in Anglo-Iroquois

relations, Johnson would also become one o f Wheelock’s staunchest supporters, and
then one of his most critical opponents.
In the meantime, the Seven Years’ War brought further intertribal disorder as
Indians attempted to stabilize the balance of power between the British and the
French. Fought during the time of Wheelock’s charity school, the war increased
settlers’ uneasiness about Indians as well as Indians’ disenchantment with
Europeans. British victory meant the withdrawal of French political influence in
North America.

The British government installed garrisons on the western

boundaries and strictly regulated Anglo-Indian trade, while British settlers further
encroached on native lands.
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By 1763, while Wheelock experienced a difficult time recruiting students
from southern New England, natives in the Ohio Valley had decided that they had no
recourse but to rise up against the invaders. Anti-European sentiment had combined
with a new native religious movement to culminate in Pontiac’s Rebellion. The war
served to make New England colonists less sympathetic to the Indians in their midst.
It also signaled a high point in the career o f Sir William Johnson—now knighted—
when he accepted the surrender of Pontiac in 1765. Johnson’s power was evident in
the Treaty of Fort Stanwix of 1768, which took place while Wheelock was searching
for land for his new college.
The foundings o f Wheelock’s schools, therefore, occurred against a backdrop
of decreasing native autonomy, rising numbers of colonists, and the realization
among many Indians that further militant resistance would not be tolerated. As a
method of adaptation to a new multicultural society, Wheelock’s schools offered a
classical education as well as an introduction to an English environment that was
quite different from the traditional native one.
The purpose of colonial-era Native American education, like education
everywhere, was to prepare children and young people to be useful, contributing
members of adult society.

Specific goals varied from group to group, but most

Indian children (like their European counterparts) learned economic, social, and
spiritual roles.

Native New England girls were trained as planters, wives, and

mothers, while the boys learned to hunt and to protect their families. Unlike most
contemporary European education systems, the Indians relied solely on oral
traditions to hand down cultural customs. While lectures and oral presentations were
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part of most formal European educations of the time, they were supplemented by
extensive reading and writing lessons. Native societies, on the other hand, used
storytelling and teaching by example.6
The educational nature of an oral society is naturally more communal than a
literate one. An older generation had to personally hand down cultural traits and
knowledge; one cannot orally teach oneself about history the way one may read
about it. Perhaps it was this reliance and focus on the community and orality that^
4.

accounts for the disciplinary methods used by northeastern Indians.

The most

common forms of enforcing acceptable behavior were ridiculing offenders (within
the family or in public) and discouraging future delinquency with frightening tales of
the supernatural consequences of disobedience. Ridicule was also the basis for some
forms of English colonial discipline, in the form of stocks or church-enforced
shaming rituals. Scare tactics, too, were evident in some sermons of the day; the
danger of eternal damnation was always present. Still, these public methods were
only threats to most young people. English children were corrected at home, usually
•

•

physically. Corporeal punishment was not unknown among Indians, but it was rare.

7

Most of Wheelock’s native students were acquainted with colonial means of
education and discipline.

They were already converted to Christianity and had

experience with European catechizing and castigation. By 1754, when Wheelock
officially founded his charity school, the concept of educating Indians away from
their homes and within colonial society was not new. Virginians had been instructed
to educate their native neighbors from 1607 on. When a college at Henrico was
planned, Indian youths were counted as prospective students. The Indian college
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was not particularly popular among the local Powhatans; one historian has noted that
their resistance to English schooling was a sign of the Powhatans’ cultural strength.
The colonists were not always devoted to the cause of educating Indians; after
Opechancanough’s 1622 uprising, few Virginians saw much merit in converting the
natives to an English way of life. One report to colonial sponsors in London read,
“The way of conquering them is much more easy than of civilizing them by fair
means, for they are a rude, barbarous, and naked people.”

o

Not until the 1693 founding of the College of William and Mary was another
serious effort at Indian education made. One of the funds supporting the new college
was from a sum willed to “pious and charitable uses.” The wealth of the decedent
was invested in an English property known as the Brafferton Estate.

College

founder James Blair, claiming that the education of Virginia Indians was an
endeavor both pious and charitable, appropriated half of the estate’s income for his
school. The official purposes of the college included “that the Christian faith may be
propagated amongst the Western Indians, to the Glory o f Almighty God.” Indian
students in Williamsburg were to be provided with “meat, washing, lodging, clothes,
medicine, books, and education from the first beginning of letters till they should be
ready to receive orders and be thought sufficient to be sent abroad to preach and
convert the Indians.”9
Native enrollment fluctuated along with Anglo-Indian relations; by the early
1700s the English in Virginia had subdued most of their neighbors to tributary status.
Part of the tribute was in students to the college, and their numbers soon exceeded
the scholarship fund. As negotiations between tributary groups and the colonists
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broke down, native enrollment declined. By 1723, the scholarship fund had grown
large enough—and the student body it supported had grown small enough—to
finance a new building for the Indian college. The “Brafferton,” as it was called,
housed both Indian and English schools; English youth learned classical languages,
divinity, and philosophy while Indian students were taught basic reading, writing,
and arithmetic. None o f the native students became a minister; most returned to their
native communities ill equipped to reenter tribal life.10
Less is known about the first efforts of New Englanders to educate Indians.
Before King Philip’s War in 1675-1676, native and English children in
Massachusetts attended common schools together. Harvard College’s 1650 charter
proclaims as one o f its purposes “the education of the English and Indian youth of
this country,” the Indian College being financed by the Society for Propagation of
the Gospel in New England. The praying towns of John Eliot and Daniel Gookin
also contained schools for Indian children and adults.11
But the praying towns never attracted a great many Native Americans and the
conditions at Harvard boded poorly for its New Hampshire successor. The Indian
College at Harvard had not been in existence five years when the college’s president
sought (and was granted) permission to house English students in the Indian
building, on the grounds that the property was underused.

After that less than

auspicious start, it is not surprising that by 1689, only five Indians were enrolled at
the Harvard Indian College, from which only one is known to have graduated.

CHAPTER ONE: THE TEACHER

Eleazar Wheelock was bom in Connecticut in 1711 and trained to be a
minister at Yale.

He was installed as a pastor of a Lebanon, Connecticut,

congregation in 1735. Samson Occom arrived at Wheelock’s home in 1743,
requesting an English education. Converted to Christianity by the Reverend James
Davenport, Wheelock’s brother-in-law,

Occom and his mother arranged for the

young man to study with Wheelock. The success the teacher saw in this endeavor
was all the encouragement he needed to go forward in his plans to educate Indian
youth.12 In 1763, he wrote that his decision to teach and convert American Indians
was partially made out of a sense of obligation:
The consideration first moving me to enter upon the Design o f educating the
Children o f our Heathen Natives were such as these; viz. The great Obligations
lying upon us, as God’s Covenant-People, who have all we have better than they in a
Covenant Way, and consequently are under Covenant-Bonds to improve it in the
best Manner for the Honour and Glory o f our liberal Benefactor. And can such
Want o f Charity to these poor creatures, . . . can it, I say, be without great Guilt on
our Part?13
'

In 1754, Wheelock founded his charity preparatory school for Indian boys
and girls in Lebanon. Citing several reasons, in 1769 he relocated the school to New
Hampshire, where, with funds raised by Occom in Great Britain, he founded
Dartmouth College. The new college thrived, but the charity school weakened in
resources and students. Though Wheelock’s college was open to Native American
10
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students, the English pupils outnumbered Indian youth, and the attendance of the
latter waned.14
Eleazar Wheelock’s career as an Indian educator has been examined by
admirers and by critics, and the apparent failure of his Indian enterprise has been
interpreted in many ways.
-

1

However, a satisfactory explanation that integrates

contemporary and subsequent historians’ interpretations has proved somewhat
elusive. In founding Dartmouth College and launching it successfully, Wheelock
demonstrated his abilities as a teacher and administrator. But why did these qualities
<—
—
——----- — not serve him better in running his charity school for Indians? As a well-known
speaker, Wheelock had preached to many. The Indian students came from families
eager to learn about English ways. What led to the neglect o f the preparatory school
in favor of the college?

In his capacity as a New Light minister, Wheelock could be a harsh social
critic. In a 1763 publication, he reprimanded New Englanders for their failures in
Indian relations. Indians, he believed, would not be perceived o f as a menace if their
spiritual well-being had not been so overlooked. He rebuked his fellow colonists by
telling them that they had brought the Indian threat upon themselves:
It has seem’d to me, he must be stupidly indifferent to the Redeemer’s Cause and
Interest in the World; and criminally deaf and blind to the Favour and Displeasure of
God in the Dispensations o f his Providence, who could not perceive in plain
Intimations o f God’s Displeasure against us for this Neglect, inscribed in Capitals,
on the very Front o f divine Dispensations, from Year to Year, in permitting the
Savages to be such a sore Scourge to our Land.15
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Wheelock therefore set out to convert the Indians and enrich them with
knowledge of the English way of life.

With some exceptions, New England

missionaries had used other methods of reaching the Indians. It had generally been
accepted that the only way to reach the “heathen” was to live among them. Most of
what Wheelock had probably heard about missions to Indians included complaints of
living conditions and the difficulties of trying to counteract the influences of
unconverted Indians. By founding his school among the English, Wheelock hoped
that the surrounding “law-abiding whites” would influence his students. He sought to
keep them from the temptations he imagined to be in their home villages—the “idle,
wandering, and vicious manners of their own nation,” which apparently included
liquor, apostasy, and the ridicule of non-believers. Wheelock saw no reason why he
or other Englishmen should have to live among natives in order to teach them British
ways. He believed that success lay in educating a few Indians who could themselves
become missionaries to native settlements.16
In setting up a school to train young Indians to be ministers to other Indians,
Wheelock was a pioneer. He saw many advantages to his system over the traditional
one—used most deftly by the French—o f sending missionaries out among the Native
Americans. He wrote, apparently without irony, of the “deep rooted Prejudices” the
Indians held against the colonists and the Indian suspicion of English motives. It
seemed logical to him that Native American ministers would be better respected and
would wield more influence among Indians. Wheelock also assumed that an Indian
preacher would be more comfortable and easier to support financially in an Indian
settlement and would not be subjected to the violence some colonial missionaries
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had experienced.

Finally, Wheelock thought his own school would serve as a

meeting place for Indian youths of different tribes and English boys. The friendships
they would develop would make cooperation among their later schools and missions
easier and it would eliminate the need for interpreters if they could learn one
another’s languages informally while they were young.
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Wheelock harbored no hopes that the Indians he educated would be
successful in the English world. Even Samson Occom, his prize student, remained
an outsider to the colonists.18 In fact, in 1763, Wheelock saw the process ahead as a
difficult one:
I am fully persuaded from the Acquaintance I have had with them [the Indians], it
will be found, whenever the Trial shall be made, to be very difficult if not
impossible, unless the Arm o f the Lord should be revealed in an eminent Manner, to
cure them o f such savage and sordid Practices, as they have been inured to from
their Mother’s Womb, and form their Minds and Manners to proper Rules o f Virtue,
Decencey and Humanity.19

Evidently, Wheelock expected the revelation of the Arm of the Lord, for he
continued to try to raise funds for his Indian preparatory school. His reasoning
seemed convincing enough to Colonel Joshua More of Lebanon, who donated a
schoolhouse and two acres of land to the minister’s cause. The school was then
named after the colonel, though for reasons unknown, the spelling for the school’s
name has usually differed from his. Wheelock called on friends and acquaintances
he had in several missions to help him populate his schoolhouse. John Brainerd
among the Delawares in New Jersey and Sir William Johnson among the Iroquois in
New York were early supporters o f Wheelock’s plan. They dutifully supplied him
with promising young people.^)
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In advertising for support of his school, Wheelock certainly emphasized its
religious goals. But he did not neglect the practical advantages to educating and
sending out Indian missionaries. He claimed, for example, that the cost of educating
an Indian boy was half that o f educating an English youth. This was a fortunate
financial detail, for Wheelock stated that “if the one half o f the Indian Boys thus
educated shall prove good and useful Men, there will be no Reason to regret our Toil
and Expence for the Whole.” Additional economic benefit could be expected for the
colonial governments, Wheelock declared, if they would invest in his and other
missionary schools, rather than in national defense.

The money would be better

spent on this peaceful endeavor than on additional forts to defend the frontier.

91

For Wheelock himself there was the possibility of financial gain. Though
eventually reinstated by his congregation, the income he derived from his parish was
not enough to sustain his young, large family, and a raise in salary was denied him.
Perhaps he entertained the idea that some of the money brought in to the school from
its benefactors would help sustain his brood. If these were indeed his hopes, they
were quickly dashed by reality. The expenses of Moor’s Charity School exceeded
its donations and Wheelock lost money on his enterprise^^)
In the meantime, the student population of Moor’s Charity School grew. In
1761 the first girls arrived. By admitting girls, Wheelock was following the advice
of the Reverend John Sergeant, missionary to the Stockbridge Indians, who wrote in
1743 that educating girls was
a Matter o f absolute Necessity, wherein we are not left at Liberty, either as Men or
Christians; for there cannot be a Propagation o f Religion among any People, without
an equal Regard to both Sexes; not only because Females are alike precious Souls,
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form’d for God and Religion as much as males; but also because the Care for the
Souls o f Children in Families, and more especially in those o f low Degree, lies
23
chiefly upon the Mothers for the first 7 or 8 Years. . . .

By 1765, twenty-nine Indian boys, ten Indian girls, and seven English boys
had come to Wheelock and his school. The programs in which he enrolled them
were, he reasoned, appropriate for their stations in life as well as for their projected
careers.

First of all, he separated the girls from the boys.

The girls received

classroom instruction just one day a week, and it was of a rudimentary nature. The
bulk o f the girls’ education was to be in “housewifery” and they were boarded in the
houses around the town. Wheelock hoped to keep the girls “till they shall be fit for
an Apprenticeship, to be taught to make M en’s and Women’s Apparel, &c. in order
to accompany these Boys, when they shall have Occasion for such Assistance in the
Business of their Mission.”24
To the boys, both Indian and English, Wheelock devoted his scholastic and
ministerial attention. Their days were filled with prayers, catechisms, and classroom
instructions. Wheelock lectured once or twice a week and on Sundays they attended
meetings and were catechized. Their studies included Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, as
well as religious lessons. The rigorous academic schedule was supplemented by
efforts to teach the boys the arts of husbandry. These efforts seem to have been
resented by the students, who saw the training as little more than glorified chores.
One wrote to Wheelock:
[I]f the doctor will let me follow my Studys, I shall be thinkful, as I understood the
doctor when I talked with him, that we must work as much as to pay our way; and if
we Should, what good will the Charity money do the Indians; which was given to
them, if we poor Indians Shall work as much as to pay for our learning, we Can go
Some other pace as god as here for learning, . . . if so be I can get any body to pay

for my learning I shall follow my Studes, and if I Cannot I must leave the School.

Another student, Charles Daniel, was withdrawn from the school by his
father, who explained his actions to Wheelock in a letter:
I always tho’t Your School was free to ye Natives; not to learn them how to Farm it,
but to advance in Christian Knowledge. . .not that I’m anything against his
Labouring some for You, when Business lies heavy on you: but to work two Years
to learn to Farm it, is what I don’t consent to. . .

Wheelock’s motives for educating his charity school students in the
rudiments of colonial-style agriculture were in the interest of his pupils’ future. In
1777, after the move to New Hampshire and the founding of Dartmouth College, he
explained to Joseph Louis Gill o f the Abenakis:
If you or any o f your friends shall desire to send your sons here for an education it
will be best they should be well instructed in the business of farming before they
come, or else be told they must learn it here, as they will have opportunity to do
without any interruption or disadvantage to their studies at all and yet only by
improving part o f the vacation o f the school on the farm with my laborers. This will
be safest and best for them for if they should not be able in future life to get their
living by the business o f a learned profession, and wild game should be all gone
from the country, as they likely Will be within a few years, your sons will be in a
very unhappy state if they should not know how to get their living by farming.27

Wheelock sent this letter to Gill by way of Gill’s son, who was not making
satisfactory progress at the preparatory school. However, the letter also contains
references to Gill’s nephews, one of whom was enrolled at the college and another
who was preparing to matriculate soon. The reluctance on the part of many native
male scholars to engage in agricultural labor was often due to cultural differences
that Wheelock either ignored or did not understand. Gill’s children, raised among
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the Abenakis, regarded hunting and fishing as a legitimate livelihood; the planting
and harvesting was usually accomplished by women.
The success of Moor’s Charity School was never assured. Its promise often
seemed outweighed by its problems. The school itself was showing unsatisfactory
progress in attracting and keeping its students. First there was a falling out between
Wheelock and Sir William Johnson. Johnson had supplied Wheelock with Iroquois
students and supported his graduates’ missionary efforts in New York. The reasons
for Johnson’s withdrawal of patronage are murky, but they seem to have revolved
around personal and political differences.
At the 1768 Fort Stanwix conference, Wheelock’s envoy apparently
overstepped his authority, offending Johnson by making too many demands. Sent to
acquire new land for the charity school, the representative made claim to land in
New York that would have been in Johnson’s domain. Wheelock tried to repair the
relationship, but Johnson was not amenable to his overtures. In losing Sir William
Johnson’s friendship, Wheelock also lost one of his staunchest and most powerful
allies in mission work. In addition, the discord meant the loss of several students
for the Six Nations withdrew their children from Wheelock’s sponsorship, mos
likely upon Johnson’s advice(3
Next, Wheelock’s son Ralph, whom Wheelock had groomed as his successor,
proved to be a rather tyrannical missionary and more than a little unpopular with the
Indians. Ralph visited the Iroquois a few times between 1766 and 1768, but he never
made a favorable impression.

Eleazar was not made fully aware of his son’s
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ineptitude until 1771, when he heard an account of an Oneida spokesman’s speech to
Ralph:
Why, brother, if another hears my dog barking or having hold o f a creature and bids
him get out, and perhaps he don’t obey him immediately, not understanding the
voice; upon which the stranger catches up a club and malls my dog— I shall resent it
because he is my dog. Brother, I love my dog. What do you think o f children then
in the like case? . . . Brother, you must learn o f the French ministers if you would
understand and know how to treat Indians. They don’t speak roughly, nor do they
for every little mistake take up a club and flog them.30

Without Johnson, and as a result of his son’s unskillful dealings, Wheelock
not only lost the Six Nations as a source for new students at his school, but also as a
place for his graduated students to set up their own missions. Some of his graduates
had followed the path of Occom and become successful teachers among other Indian
tribes in the Northeast. By 1769, at least thirteen of the forty boys he had educated
had become missionaries. However, only two of his seventeen girls had fulfilled his
hopes in marrying missionaries, and the majority of the boys had left school, been
•2 I

dismissed, or died.
Wheelock despaired over the outcome of his charity school.

Part of his

failure to establish missions among the Iroquois was due to his meager knowledge of
intertribal Indian relations.

Like many of his contemporary New Englanders,

Wheelock failed to see the differences between Indian groups. Long dominant in the
New York and New England region, the Iroquois had a history of enmity, alliance,
or uneasy coexistence with every local tribe. Though the English had subdued most
tribes on the coast and the Seven Years’ War had ended the threat and promise of a
French alliance, political differences and some animosity still existed between many
native groups.

After Johnson withdrew his support, Wheelock’s students were
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mainly christianized children from Algonquian and other coastal tribes, to whom the
Iroquois were more foreign than were the colonists. Had these pupils been trained to
teach in their own settlements, or had Wheelock been able to convince the Iroquois
to continue to send their children to his school, perhaps the ventures would have
been more prosperous.
One omnipresent problem for Wheelock was money.

Wheelock was

constantly soliciting support for his school, mostly through word-of-mouth and
petitions to charitable societies. In 1761, after a successful fundraiser in Boston, he
wrote his thanks in a report to two Boston donors:
[H]ad you opportunity, you would be much gratified to see such a number of blacks
so prittily ingaged in their studies, so willing to be taught, and who have such a
measure (as some of them have) put of the savage Indian. . . . I was sensibly, and
greatly encouraged by what I met with at Boston last spring. The Lord bless those
who opened their hands to encourage the design. What they gave was lent to the
Lord and he will repay them.

Donations were received from wealthy Londoners, interested New Yorkers, and
state assemblies.

Still at a loss for funding in 1765, Wheelock decided to send

Samson Occom and Nathaniel Whitaker on a fundraising expedition to the British
Isles.

The British proved generous.

King George himself donated a sum,

influenced, apparently, by the Earl o f Dartmouth, who was known for his evangelical
leanings.

Other noblemen followed suit, and in the end at least nine thousand

pounds sterling was collected in England and Scotland.

Whitaker, following the

suggestions of English advisers, put the English donations into a trust, which was to
be headed by Lord Dartmouth. Wheelock resented having someone else holding the
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purse strings, but Whitaker had been assured that future donors would appreciate the
stability that a trust embodied.34
Wheelock had temporarily secured the finances of his charity school. Now
he devoted his efforts to finding it a new site. He intended to move closer to the
Indian tribes of New England and New York and he had a new venture in mind: a
college. Wheelock had been training English boys alongside his Indian students.
While some of them were determined to become missionaries, most were destined to
attend colleges and universities in the colonies and in Britain.

To Wheelock,

starting a college must have seemed like the logical progression of his enterprise.
Wheelock’s interest in founding a college stemmed from his desire to put his
own knowledge and administrative skills to greater use, and also, it is likely, to
increase his control over the school’s funds. The desire to hold the purse strings first
arose in relation to the charity school alone. In a letter to Nathaniel Whitaker in
1767, he wrote of the frustration he felt when he was unable to pay his bills outright.
The remoteness of the trust from the colonies, he complained, was inefficient and
unnecessary. He wanted a closer committee, complaining, “And I dont see how the
Affair can be accommodated with out an Incorporation, or at least a Trust here.”35
The trustees absolutely forbade a colonial incorporation of the trust.

Therefore,

Wheelock concentrated on a new education venture, one that would be under his
independent control.
Several areas actively campaigned to be the site of his new school.
Connecticut, New York, and Massachusetts were all possibilities. Throughout New
England, townships and counties vied for the honor of being the home to
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Wheelock’s college.

Letters from Albany, Orford, and Lebanon advertised the

advantages o f their locations. Wheelock chose New Hampshire. There were several
reasons behind his choice: Governor Wentworth of New Hampshire seemed to be
supportive of the fledgling enterprise, Wheelock had friends in the area, and the
colony had been generous to Wheelock’s and Occom’s fundraising efforts. While the
money raised in Britain was intended for the use of American Indian education only,
Wheelock found that many o f the people of New Hampshire were hoping his new
school would be a seminary where English boys could train to be ministers in the
area. Wheelock’s school would bring trained ministers into an area that knew mostly
itinerant, Separatist preachers.

Once the site o f Hanover was chosen, Wheelock

found himself in the difficult position of trying to balance the interests of the colony
against the interests of his financial backers.

^ ft

Wheelock’s plans for a college did not lead inevitably nor immediately to the
demise of Moor’s Charity School. Wheelock’s plans called for continuing his efforts
at teaching Native Americans. Several indicators support his sincerity. First there
were the sums earmarked for Indian education being held by the trust in England. In
addition, the New Hampshire location was favored partly because o f its proximity to
the Indians of Canada and to the Six Nations of Iroquois, should Wheelock and his
cadre of missionaries be able to win them back.

While relocating to New York

would have put him nearer to the Iroquois, it also would have put him in the domain
of Sir William Johnson. Hanover was reasonably close to the Six Nations and at the
same time a safe distance from Johnson’s sphere of influence. In his correspondence
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with the New Hampshire governor, Wheelock had referred to the needs of Moor’s
Charity School as a determinant for his choice o f location:
The many assurances I have had of your truly generous spirit, . . . embolden me to
represent to your Exy. Something relative to the fixing the place for my Indian
Charity School; and shall leave it wholly with you to determine whether I suggest
anything worthy of your notice.
[Albany has made a generous offer, but the] objections urged against it are,
particularly that the city is much frequented by people of loose lives; and also that
they are in no capacity to endow the School with a suitable tract of lands. . . nor to
accommodate a suitable number of such settlers as will be proper in order to take the
Indian children to instruct them in husbandry and other arts of civilized life, after
they are taught to read and write in the School,—37
Intentions aside, and in view of his recent setbacks, Wheelock began to put less
effort into running his preparatory school. While it continued to exist and function,
he concentrated on launching his new academy.
The trust established under Lord Dartmouth did not give Wheelock the
freedom with funds that he had coveted. He reasoned that a new school, with a royal
charter, would make future contributions more accessible. Accordingly Wheelock
made overtures to the governor.
Wheelock a charter.

Governor Wentworth was quite willing to grant

As governor, he felt some responsibility to encourage the

settlement of the western part of his colony. Also, he hoped that Christianizing the
Indians would strengthen the crown’s authority in the colonies. Wheelock did not
inform the governor of Lord Dartmouth’s— and the trust’s— disapproval of
incorporation as a college. The trustees had accepted that Wheelock would continue
to prepare young Englishmen for college at his school, but they did not condone the
use of the trust for a college, for, by their reasoning, Indians had no use for a college
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With Wentworth’s approval, Wheelock drafted a charter for his new school.
He relied heavily on the example of the charter of the College of New Jersey (later
Princeton University), but was careful to omit any references to a “college.” Instead,
he referred to his institution as an “Achademy.”

When he sent his draft to

Wentworth, Wheelock included a postscript: “Sir, if you think proper to use the
word College instead of Achademy in the Charter I shall be well pleased with it.”
Wentworth complied. Next, Wheelock needed a name for his new school.

He

suggested to Wentworth that the governor “Christian the house after your own
name,” but the honor was declined.

Instead, it was deemed appropriate that the

college be called after Lord Dartmouth. By cautiously— and flatteringly—broaching
the subject with the governor, Wheelock had obtained his desired results.
The trustees objected strenuously to this apparent usurpation o f their rights
and the apparent loss of focus on Moor’s Charity School. One wrote ominously,
I am afraid the step you have taken to get a charter will prove the ruin of your
[preparatory] school to all valuable purposes. I wish it may prove otherwise, but
you seem to have taken it out of the hands of the trust here to put it into those that I
wish may not oppose instead of forward your design.40
The trustees did have a legitimate complaint with Wheelock’s new plan. Though the
Dartmouth charter clearly stated that the college’s purpose was
For the education & instruction of Youth of the Indian Tribes in this Land in
reading, writing & all parts of Learning which shall appear necessary and expedient
for civilizing & christianizing Children of Pagans as well as in all liberal Arts and
Sciences,
it also included provisions for the instruction of “English Youth and any others.”
Wheelock’s motives were not clear, but it is possible that he meant to give up
Moor’s Charity School in order to concentrate on building up the new Dartmouth
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College.41

Moor’s Charity School was not entirely abandoned, however. In a

letter to the trustees in 1770, Wheelock wrote, “The charter was never designed to
convey the least power or controul of any funds collected in Europe or any
jurisdiction over the school to the trustees of the college.”

The charity school

trustees accepted this explanation but told Wheelock to keep the institutions distinct
in his bookkeeping.

Though technically independent o f one another, the schools

merged in some areas and Wheelock often did little to distinguish them.

For

instance, charity school students were allowed to attend some college classes and
living arrangements were often mixed.

Financially, the institutions were barely

distinguishable.42
Meanwhile, the enrollment in the charity school dwindled. In 1769, when the
college charter was granted, only three Indian students remained under Wheelock’s
tutelage, along with sixteen English youths. Upon his removal to New Hampshire in
1770, Wheelock intended to gather more Native American students for the
preparatory school (who were presumably bound for the college), but it was a slow
process. Wheelock received a concerned letter from Samson Occom in 1771, who
wondered what had happened to the school for which he had raised money:
I am very Jealous, that instead of Your Semenary Becoming Alma Mater, she wil
be too alba mater to Suckle the Tawnees. . . . She’ll be Naturally ashamed to Suckle
the Tawnees, for she is already equal in Power, Honor, and Authority to any College
in Europe, I think your College has too much Work’d by Grandeur for the Pooi
Indians, they’ll never have much benefet of it.43
Stung, Wheelock replied:
I thought my dear sir you had fully known my object to be the Indians which has
been invariably the same from the first. They are also the first object in the charter.
These lands are all given for that purpose, and will be so used for them so long as
there shall be Indians upon the continent to partake of the benefit.44
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Within a year, Wheelock had increased the number o f Indian students in both
schools to about 40. while the number of English youths in the school and the
college was over 120... In 1774, events conspired to render the charity school even
less effective, when the fund established by Whitaker and Occom was overdrawn.
Wheelock blamed the trustees for bad bookkeeping, but it is doubtful that he did not
realize how close the fund was to depletion.45
The exhaustion of the charity school fund illuminated the difficulty
Wheelock was having in keeping the school distinct from the college. He had failed
to apportion his expenses, and the goods and services he purchased for the use of one
often were used also by the other. Whether this was done intentionally and as a way
to fund the English college with money meant for Indians, or if it arose out of a
sense of exigency, is not known. But its effect was to legally dissolve the trust and
to financially hobble Moor’s Charity School.46
Wheelock’s money problems had received some unwanted publicity in the
summer o f 1774, when several of his students complained to their families that they
were not adequately fed in Hanover. Wheelock received word of these complaints
through friends, but even the governor had heard the stories and wrote a concerned
letter to Wheelock. The complaints and their publicity prompted a rebuttal from
some o f the students, whose letter was published in the New Hampshire Gazette:
Whereas divers Reports respecting the badness of the Board at Dartmouth College
are credited through the country, we, the subscribers, being Students of said College
and Moor’s School, desirous that the world may be rightly informed in this regard,
beg leave to assure the public that we look upon the greatest part of these Rumors as
false, unreasonable, and defamatory, and that we have had plenty of good provisions
the year past. . . 47
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The idea that students were going hungry or were poorly fed was once again
attacked at the commencement ceremony of that year, and apparently the situation
was improved upon, for no further complaints were lodged in that area.

Still,

Wheelock’s poor handling of the schools’ funds had brought him public humiliation
that could not be undone.
The Revolutionary War brought some hardship to the college and the school.
First was the loss of the college’s most enthusiastic patron, the royal governor
Wentworth. Second, Great Britain was no longer open to the fundraising efforts of
American schoolmasters. And third, the onset of war made a demand o f manpower.
Wheelock’s sons John and Eleazar were commissioned into the army and several of
Wheelock’s graduates and students served in the military. The schools, however,
remained open throughout the war.

Dartmouth College, perhaps because of its

remote location, was the only American college that continued to grant degrees
every year. 4 8
By the late 1770s, Wheelock had lost much of his enthusiasm for educating
the native youth. In his correspondence he had become regretful or even bitter. His
money problems never seemed to end. Fortunately for Wheelock and his students,
the Continental Congress was receptive to his pleas for money. In 1778, Wheelock’s
request for support of his thirty charity students (four of whom were Indians) was
approved and funds were transferred. However, Wheelock was never able to hold on
to money for long. In the spring of 1779, he wrote to Nathaniel Whitaker:
My outward circumstances are not favorable to such a state of weakness in that they
don’t nor can’t afford me such a diet as experience teaches me and my physicians
assure me to be quite necessary for me. I have near or quite run through the little
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estate I left in Connecticut for supporting this school in its deserted state and have
my principal, and now feel more than ever the want of a pension, which I think the
world owes me. . . 49
Despite the growing success of his college, Wheelock despaired over the
foundering o f his charity school.

In a 1773 letter to a former student, he had

expressed bitterness toward the English students he had educated with charity school
money, and who had not gone on to missionary careers:
I am fully determined if I have Estate enough in the world, that the [monies] which
has been disbursed of this. There’s money for the education of English youth
without incline going into ye service shall be refunded to a farthing—it gives me
great pain that I have suffered so much of it to be expended as I have for English
youth, who seem now disinclined to [pursue the profession] which was my single
Object in their Education.50

By failing to adapt his school to his students, he lost the opportunity to
educate those who were trying to adapt to the changes that affected their lives in the
colonies. In his uncompromising, if uncomprehending, attitude, Wheelock missed
the chance to significantly improve Anglo-Indian relations.

CHAPTER TWO: THE STUDENTS

To Wheelock, and to his contemporary and later supporters, the efforts he
made to educate and assimilate Indians were above and beyond his duty as a
Christian minister. Indeed, he devoted the latter part of his life to maintaining a
school and college that accepted native as well as colonial youth. In the context of
his times, and in the view of the English settlers, he seemed to be a paragon of
charity.
Yet he obviously suffered shortcomings as a cultural go-between. For all his
ambitions, he was held back by his prejudices and a degree o f self-righteousness.
These characteristics become plainer when he is viewed from his native students’
perspectives. The cultural obstacles overcome by his pupils far overshadowed the
efforts Wheelock made to understand his students. As cultural brokers, Wheelock’s
students excelled in several walks of life. Their education often gave them great
advantages— and sometimes contributed to their downfalls.

In their lives are

reflected the hope and potential of intercultural relations, as well as the reality of
possible disillusionment and isolation.
Eleazar Wheelock operated Moor’s Charity School primarily as a school to
train Indian youths to be missionaries among native communities. Samson Occom,
the model student, had exceeded these goals, but Wheelock saw no reason why other
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Indians could not emulate his education. The young men who attended Wheelock’s
school were presented with wider opportunities than the women, but the life of an
Indian missionary was far from easy. Several of Wheelock’s scholars were prolific
writers. Their letters show the anguish and enthusiasm that characterized the New
Light religious movement, but these young people addressed internal cultural
conflict as well. Most of the students who became missionaries had entered school
with that goal in mind.

But they felt they succeeded in their roles to different

degrees.

Even in the presence of the King of England, he must have stood out in the
crowd. Though most likely garbed in conservative clerical fashion, the Reverend
Samson Occom probably saw it in his best interest to maintain some of the
mannerisms and appearance that his audience expected of an American Indian. He
wore his long black hair loose over his shoulders, and his face was composed in a
stem manner. Pride, after all, was regarded as much a Native American attribute as
black hair and tawny skin; Occom’s friends often reminded him that he had been a
humbly bom pagan. Occom was impressed by the sight of George III in his royal
robes; one wonders what observers thought of the Indian in their midst.51
The portrait painted during Occom’s trip to London— as well as other known
representations of him— seems to emphasize the novelty o f the Mohegan Indian who
spoke and dressed like an Englishman.

Sent to England to collect funds for an

Indian school, Occom must have seen the advantages of looking the part. Whether
he tried to incur the curiosity or pity of potential English donors is uncertain, but

Occom does not seem to have enjoyed playing the inferior. Several years after his
trip, he wrote of the humilities he had endured for the sake of the fundraising: “I
went a volunteer—I was quite willing to become a Gazing Stocke, Yea Even a
Laughing Stocke, in Strange Countries. . . .” Though he lamented the ordeal, he
admitted that it was his presence that had brought about the English generosity, for
he continued, “One gentleman in Particular in England Said to me, if he hadn’t Seen
my face he woudnt have given a tuppence but now I have 50£ freely— This one
Consideration gives me great Quietness.”
Occom was a celebrity in London as well as in his native New England. Yet
he realized that he could remain in his respected position only if he could maintain
an identity balanced between English and Mohegan worlds. Accepted on limited
terms by the colonists as a learned man and minister, he had to hold on to the ethnic
traits that set him apart as an Indian.

It is difficult to determine how much of

Occom’s native image was imposed on him by others, and how much was a
cultivated effort on his part.
The success of Occom’s fundraising efforts in the British Isles demonstrates
how much value the English saw in converting and assimilating Native Americans
into British society. Perhaps Occom too saw his adaptation as an advantage he had
over Indians who stayed in their home communities. But English colonial society’s
ideas about American Indians were different from London society’s.

If Occom

looked forward to a day when he and other Native Americans would be welcomed
and accepted into English colonial society as a benefit of their English education, he
only saw his hopes dashed.
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The funds raised on Occom’s 1765-1768 trip to England were intended to
support Wheelock’s Indian education efforts. As Wheelock’s first native student, he
had learned English, Latin, and Hebrew just as his colonist schoolmates had.
Though poor health caused him to discontinue his studies at age twenty-five, he was,
in the words of one biographer, “no more poorly educated than many a preacher of
his day.” Shortly after leaving school, Occom was invited by Montauk Indians to
live in their community and operate a school. Occom obliged, with Wheelock’s
acquiescence.54
Occom enjoyed fame as an Indian preacher. But he also saw the loss of
Indians’ autonomy in colonial society and the racism that made him a second-class
citizen. In 1764, Occom became involved in the Mason controversy. The scandal
illustrates the social conditions with which an Indian in the colonial community—
even one so esteemed as Occom—had to live.

The Mason incident was a land

dispute between the Mohegans and the colony of Connecticut. The colony asserted
that the Mohegan leader Uncas had sold the greater part o f the Mohegans’ territory
to them; the Mohegans claimed that the land had been given in trust to John Mason,
an English adviser to the Mohegans. The descendants of Uncas, who had not given
away his personal plot, were on the side of the colony; a colonial council had
supported their claim to Mohegan leadership.

Backing the majority o f the

Mohegans, Occom clashed with colonial ministers, some o f whom had land claims
at stake. At the same time, Occom’s preaching was draining away the congregations
of these English ministers.

They eventually brought him up on charges of
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misconduct before a British colonial council.

Occom was acquitted, but he felt

compelled to deliver a public apology for his actions.55
The Mohegans won their case against the colony, and Occom was not
convicted of any charges. But it had been greed and racism (with a large dose of
envy) that had brought about the problem. The charges against Occom remained in
public consciousness even after the matter was privately settled between Occom and
the other ministers. Disillusioned by the ordeal, Occom stated,
I am afraid the poor Indians will never stand a good chance with the English in their
land controversies, because they are very poor, they have no money. Money is
almighty now-a-days, and the Indians have no learning, no wit, no cunning: the
English have all.56

Wheelock began to push for Occom to begin a new mission “in the Wilderness.”
Occom replied that he did not have the means to support himself or his family should
he undertake such an endeavor.
In 1772 Occom regained some o f the fame and respect in colonial society
that he had lost in the Mason controversy.

A convicted murderer, Moses Paul,

requested that Occom deliver a sermon at his execution.

To the large audience

gathered at the gallows, Occom gave a fiery speech. He used the occasion to deliver
a poem, which began,
My Kindred Indians pray attend and hear
With great Attention and with Godly Fear,
This Day I warn you of that cursed Sin,
That poor despised Indians wallow in.57
The sales of copies of this poem led Occom to compose and sell several others; he
seemed to have found a place for himself out from Wheelock’s shadow.
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Wheelock built his charity school on the success of this first native pupil.
Thus, when it came time to raise money in England, who better to show the worth of
his efforts than his star student? And yet, much to the chagrin o f Occom, the fortune
brought back from Britain went to the founding of Dartmouth College— ostensibly a
college for Indians, but also for the “English youths” of the area. Occom wrote to
Wheelock in 1771:
I am afraid, we shall be Deem’d as Liars and Deceivers, in Europe, unless you
gather Indians quickly to your College, in great Numbers and not to have so many
whites in the Charity,—I understand you have no Indians at Present except two or
three Mallatoes—this I think is quite Contrary to the Minds of the Doners, We told
them, that we were Beging for the poor Miserable Indians. . .58
Despite numerous invitations and plans, Occom never visited the preparatory school
or the college in New Hampshire.59
Occom’s experience with English education seems unique. He had gone to
Wheelock for many of the same reasons that the colonists’ sons did. His education
was cut short because o f his failing eyesight, but it is possible that he would have
followed his classmates to one of the colonial colleges. At any rate, he achieved
more fame as a minister than most of Wheelock’s English pupils. He also succeeded
to a degree unknown to the majority o f native students who followed in his footsteps.
However, he was only the first of many cultural intermediaries who experienced
Wheelock’s tutelage.
Most Native Americans did not attend English schools or colleges in the
colonial era.

A great number of natives resisted European incursions into their

physical and cultural territories, while many picked and chose from the material and
social offerings of the newcomers. The religious revivalism of the mid-eighteenth
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century had accelerated the Indians’ rate of adaptation to colonial ways and
dependence on colonial goods and trade. With increased and more extensive contact
between colonists and natives, there was a need for interpreters and general cultural
brokers, for people who felt comfortable living between two different societies. The
most successful of these intermediaries knew both societies intimately. One way to
learn about English culture was to try living and learning in it. To a certain degree,
all of Wheelock’s students were cultural intermediaries, trying to bridge the gap
between their home, school, and career lives. However, few cultural go-betweens
attained the abilities and status achieved by one-time Wheelock pupil Joseph Brantl6^ )

In the spring of 1761 Eleazar Wheelock wrote to Sir William Johnson,
requesting that Johnson send three native boys to be students at his charity school.
One o f the three youths sent was Johnson’s brother-in-law, Joseph Brant. Brant, a
Mohawk, was eighteen when he arrived at Wheelock’s school; he had fought with
the Mohawks for the British in the Seven Years’ War. Already a devout Anglophile,
he arrived dressed in relatively fine English clothing.

At the charity school he

learned English, reading, and writing, and taught his native language to his
classmates and tutor.61
By February 1763, Wheelock wrote of Brant:
A young Mohawk, of a Family of Distinction in that Nation (his English name is
Joseph) of a Sprightly Genius, a manly and genteel Deportment, and of a Modest
courteous and benevolent Temper, I have Reason to think began truly to love our
Lord Jesus Christ Several Months ago; and his religious Affections Seem Still
agreeably increasing.62

Brant seemed destined for the life of a missionary, and indeed had made plans to act
as an interpreter for a mission in New York when his sister— Johnson’s wife— sent
for him.63
Brant’s missionizing and further education were postponed and then
prevented by European-Indian hostilities in the west.

It was these disturbances,

however, that brought about Brant’s career as a cultural broker. At the British Fort
Ontario, he became an interpreter for the Department of Indian Affairs. His duties
included negotiating trades and conferences. Later he became a guide to English
settlers along the Susquehanna River.

One of these colonists, an aspiring

missionary, was apparently impressed by Brant’s command of English and Mohawk
and sought to hire Brant to help translate passages of the Bible.

By 1774 the

translations included a short history of the Bible, a summary of the catechism, and
the Gospel according to Mark.64
Brant had learned how to use his English education to his advantage. His
response to the American Revolution illustrates just how strong his ties to both
Mohawk and English cultures were. At the outbreak of hostilities, Brant and his
community moved to Montreal. Tradition has it that Eleazar Wheelock wrote to his
former student in an effort to sway him to the colonists’ side. Brant replied that
though he remembered his charity school days fondly, he also remembered one of
the prayers he had learned there— “that they might be able to live as good subjects—
to fear God, and honor the King.”^ P Brant may indeed have seen his loyalty as a
matter of honor, but there were also political reasons for his fidelity. Due to his
proximity to the British Indian affairs leadership and to his education and
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experience, Brant was chosen to accept the English colonial secretary’s invitation to
present Indian grievances in London. The Americans, on the other hand, had sent a
low-level contingent o f officials to deal with the Mohawks.

The fact that these

American representatives tried to assassinate Brant did not help their cause. It was a
combination of sentiment and politics, then, that led Brant to choose to side with the
British. This decision brought him to one of the highest levels o f cultural brokerage
possible: as a representative of the Mohawks, and, to some extent, the Six Nations,
Brant addressed the King of England.66
Brant’s ensuing careers as warrior, leader, and cultural intermediary were_
certainly eventful; he impressed the British gentry on two trips to London. A portrait
painted of him by George Romney on one visit depicts a stem man in an AngloIndian conglomeration of dress: feathered headdress and silver gorget complement a
white ruffled shirt. Like Occom, Brant seemed to show off his “Indianness” for the
benefit of Londoners. He garnered respect from the new American government and
from the Iroquois for his attempts to smooth over the peace process. And he won
infamy from a folkloric misinterpretation of his role as a war-leader.

This last

accomplishment is demonstrated in a contemporary poem that denounced “the
Monster Brant” for his savage ways.

The popular conception of Brant as a

perfidious savage was challenged after his death by his son. John Brant was able to
respond in print to the sullying of his father’s name because he, like his father, had
attended Eleazar Wheelock’s charity school. v Z ?
While it may not be possible to show that Joseph Brant attended Wheelock’s
school in order to become a cultural broker, surely it can be deduced that his sons did

so with the intention of following in their father’s footsteps.

Brant had always

spoken highly of his English schooling when he was among Indians; he believed
education would only benefit them. When Joseph Brant died in 1807, his reputation
as an Indian and a Loyalist still made him a controversial figure. By 1850, however,
/ o

thanks to the literary efforts of his son, Brant was viewed as a historical hero.

Most of Wheelock’s alumni did not attain the renown of Occom or Brant.
Instead, they had less visible parts in the intercultural exchange o f colonial New
England. Some of the boys went on to become popular and contented missionaries
among the Iroquois, while some o f the girls eventually became accomplished
housewives and helpmates to their missionary husbands.

1

Other young men and

women were unable to find their niches in society, leaving behind records of
disillusionment or disappearing from history entirely. Whether they accomplished
their own or Wheelock’s goals, the students were each a cultural intermediary,
bridging a gap in New England society.
Jacob Woolley was one of the first boys to be sent to Moor’s Charity School,
arriving in 1754 from his Delaware village.

After five years under Wheelock’s

tutelage, he attended the College of New Jersey in Princeton. From the confines of
his dormitory, he wrote to his mentor, “I like College as well as ever, only I think it /
is too much Confinement: because I want to. travel some where or other & get (
acquainted with Mankind.”69

Woolley subsequently ran into difficulties in his

studies and was not able to graduate. He returned to Lebanon in disappointment, but

the alcohol problem that had dogged him in college followed him to Connecticut. In
October 1763 he wrote to Wheelock:
HONOURED SR.
These are to inform you that I leave not your House in any Passion or
Influence of Drink but I go away in cool Spirit; neither intending wholly to forsake
your House only for a Time, how long I cannot tell, but I believe no longer than two
Weeks. The Reason of my Going away is this, I owe Mr. Clark something for
Liquor which I believe you would not be willing to answer. I know not how to
discharge the Debt any other Ways. I would not have you concerned about my
Going off, for I know too well the sad Consequences your School wou’d suffer by it.
But as to the other Difficulty attending me, I will promise (Divine Grace assisting
me) that I will keep my self clear from Drink, so that you, nor your School, shall
receive any Hurt from that Quarter.70
Woolley did not return to Wheelock’s school; in 1764 a friend of Wheelock
reported to having run across the young man, who was “engag’d in no Business nor
can I learn, e’en from his own Mouth that he pursues any; except getting a little Fire
wood for ye Family where he eats.”71 Jacob Woolley’s end is unknown.
Certainly Woolley must count as one of the most disappointed of Wheelock’s
students. It is quite possible that he was being “acquainted with Mankind” as a
firewood supplier, but how much less confining are poverty and hunger than
college? Woolley seemed to pursue his education enthusiastically; his inability to
graduate must have weighed heavily on him. His disappearance from the record
creates a mystery for historians, but it is entirely possible that he was able to use his
education to see the world after all.

Jacob Woolley’s cousin Joseph met misfortune in a different way. Joseph
Woolley’s early death from tuberculosis cut short a promising missionizing career.
Dearly loved by his own congregation of Indians, he reported the contrast of a
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former classmate’s teaching style to Wheelock: “I have heard of Fowler toDay that
he is yet alive and well, begins to beat his Schollers very much, makes their Hands to
Swell very much which the Indians don’t like very well.”

79

As a student, Woolley had been quite devoted to Wheelock’s religious
instruction. His aptitude for mission work appears strong in his letters. From his
mission in New York he wrote to Wheelock:
My Heart feels sorry for the poor Indians—that they know no more about our
crucified Saviour & I wish I was made able to teach & instruct them & I shall do
whatever lies in my power to tell them of Christ as long as I tarry. . . 73

Woolley seemed to feel comfortable in his role as a cultural and religious
intermediary; his correspondence with Wheelock suggested a satisfaction with his
education and his career. Unfortunately, both were cut short in 1766.

In May 1765, Moor’s Charity School graduate and aspiring missionary David
Fowler wrote to Eleazar Wheelock of his intentions to marry his former schoolmate,
Amy Johnson, who was still at the school. Fowler referred to her as his prospective
“Rib,” whom he had persuaded with a “Gold Ring.” He hoped that at Wheelock’s
school she would prove to be “one that can turn her Hand to any thing that belongs
to Houswifry.”74 Shortly, however, their understanding was inexplicably dissolved.
Fowler courted three students at the school before Hannah Garrett accepted him. He
reported to Wheelock that he found “very great Profit by having the other Rib join’d
to my Body for it hath taken away all my House work from me.” He added that he
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had had a difficult time transporting his “Rib,” because “Rocks and Hills almost
broke it into Pieces two or three Times.”

n r

Fowler did not enter Moor’s Charity School until he was twenty-four years
old, but he had been tutored by his brother-in-law, Samson Occom. Once graduated,
he was considered by Wheelock to be an exemplary missionary. As reported by
Joseph Woolley, Fowler’s flock did not agree.

Fowler, too, seems to have been

unsatisfied with his skills, for, after he was removed from his post in 1770, he joined
forces with his disgruntled brother-in-law. Fowler may have been the strict, fiery
missionary Wheelock dreamed his students would become, but he felt unfulfilled
pursuing his teacher’s goals.

Wheelock considered Hezekiah Calvin, also a Delaware, one of his more
troublesome students. Calvin arrived in Lebanon in 1757 with a note from his local
missionary: “He is a Smart little Fellow, but will want taking Care of. He loves to
play, and will have his Hat in one Place & his Mittens in another.”

7 f\

Calvin’s reasons for attending Moor’s Charity School are difficult to discern.
Perhaps he was chosen as one o f the brightest boys in his community. Or he might
have been a troublemaker. Possibly, he showed an early aptitude for religious work.
Before leaving for his mission, he requested leave of Wheelock to visit his home and
family. When he did relocate to his mission, he spoke of his flock as though their
ways were completely alien to him:
They are Stubborn People sometimes I am ready to give out with these Indians &
with the Pains I have. . . . The Indians say that I shall not come home these three
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Years they think that I am their Servant & are obliged to keep school for Yem & yet
they wont send their Children.77

Naturally, to the Delaware Calvin, the Mohawks were to a great extent foreign.
Christianized as a child and raised in an English school, Calvin lacked both intimate
knowledge of Mohawk life and, it seems, the ability to learn about it. In fact, Calvin
felt ill equipped to communicate in his own native Delaware tongue. 7 8
Calvin possessed neither the compassion of Joseph Woolley nor the abilities
of Samson Occom. But he shared with David Fowler a reputation as a vigorous
disciplinarian. His unpopularity with the Mohawks and his inability to adjust led
him to request to be re-admitted to the charity school. Wheelock threatened to “have
done with him” if he could not make amends among the Mohawks. In the fall of
1767, however, Calvin admitted that he lacked a vocation: “I shall never or I have
not the Heart to do any good amongst the Heathen. . . Sir I shal turn out as Jacob
Wolley did if I tarry much longer, so I should rather go before the Doc’r sees that
time.” Unable to do missionary work, Calvin fell into disfavor with the charity
school community. Wheelock resorted to calling him an apostate and a drunkard.
The last known record for Calvin is in the early 1770s, when he was arrested for
forging a pass for an African A m erican .^
Like many other Wheelock graduates, Calvin had a hard time finding a niche
in colonial society. He lacked the skills necessary to live between two worlds.
Unfortunately, he left no record of his assessment of his education.

Perhaps the

forging of a pass symbolized disobedience to the established colonial authority;
perhaps it stood for a misunderstanding of colonial society.
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Joseph Johnson, a Mohegan, entered Moor’s Charity School in 1758. By
1767 he was teaching at an Oneida mission. Based on the verbosity and floridity of
his letters, Johnson was an enthusiastic missionary.

Already graduated from the

school at age sixteen, his first letters to his mentor display a youthful eagerness to
practice his skills:
I Entered on the Second tuesday of November, had only 5 Scholars they are all
absent yet and perhaps will not return long before New Year. But they promise me
three more this week, who are gone only to fetch some flesh from the Hunters, they
behave very kind to me Since I came here, all that they have is free to me as one
Bom and brought up in the House.80
A month later, Johnson’s enthusiasm seemed replaced by despair.

As he

encountered difficulties in his mission, he began to doubt himself and his abilities.
He prayed to be made humble, referring to his “Indian principles” in a letter to
Wheelock.81
In 1769, based on the accounts of other missionaries, Wheelock thought
Johnson had fallen into apostasy and drunkenness.

But in 1771, Johnson

experienced an epiphany and began teaching again. Short on cash, he asked both
Wheelock and a Boston donor for support. He wrote to the Bostonian:
Hon’d Sir, I confess I am Poor Indian, a fatherless, and Motherless, and almost
friendless Lad. Yet I want to live, and I want to live honestly, if it is not my Calling
to teach my Poor Ignorant Brethren the Indians whom I love & Pity. I will not
Crowd myself into the business, but if it be my Calling, and Duty, I must beg to live
by it, or have Suitable help and Encouragement from Somewhere.82

As Wheelock had discovered early on, the business of educating Native Americans
tended to be an unprofitable venture.
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In contrast to their male counterparts, the girls and young women of
Wheelock’s charity school left few written accounts. Their educations emphasized
their roles as helpmates to their future husbands. As was the case with contemporary
English women, most of activities and events of these women’s lives took place in
private spheres.

Their struggles and successes with intercultural life are not so

obvious to the historian.

In many cases, their stories raise more questions than

answers about their roles as cultural intermediaries.
Amy Johnson entered Wheelock’s school in 1761, three years after her
brother Joseph. She stayed at the school only until 1766. Any other details of her
life are sketchy; all that is known about her after the charity school and David
Fowler’s amorous pursuit is that she worked at a tavern in Hartford, Connecticut. In
a 1768 letter to Joseph Johnson, Samson Occom’s son wrote, “Your Sister is well
and She is here at Mohegan,” but he did not say that the sister was Amy, nor did he
elaborate on her situ a tio n .^
The tantalizing dearth of documents leaves one to wonder how Johnson
regarded her education. Perhaps she had not enjoyed the Wheelock curriculum for
girls, preferring to strike out on her own with what knowledge she had gathered.
Maybe the charity school experience had disillusioned her, leaving her little choice
but to fend for herself.

The lack of evidence leaves other questions unanswered as

well: Why had Johnson attended the school in the first place? Did she follow her
brother willingly?

What were her expectations, and were they fulfilled?

Unfortunately, Johnson left no paper trail for historians. While she enjoys some
advantage in having other native voices speaking about her, she is left mute. That
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Johnson’s trail fades from history does not mean that she was unsuccessful as a
cultural intermediary. If she did indeed live in her home settlement or in Occom’s
company, she surely was able to bring an understanding o f English ways to her
community.

Miriam Storrs, a Delaware Indian, arrived in Lebanon in 1761, the same year
as Amy Johnson and Joseph Brant.
schedule.

By 1767, she seems to have progressed on

Wheelock, writing to the missionary of her home village, apparently

thought her good housewife material. He wrote, “The Children from your Quarter in
my school are well— I hope I shall make something of Miriam—I have a Number of
very likely Youth in the School. . . .”85 It is possible that Wheelock spoke of Storrs
and the “youth” in separate thoughts, but taken in context it is very likely that he was
grooming Storrs to be the bride of one o f them. If so, Storrs did not live up to the
schoolmaster’s expectations. Her last letter is dated November 1768, from “New
York”— city or colony is unspecified. Storrs writes longingly of Wheelock and the
school, disparagingly of her present company, and rather fearfully of her situation:
REVD & HONRD SIR
Sir I arrived here 19 of this month and I am to go this week from here but I
keep good courage hopeing to be where I shou’d be. I have been Sick Some of the
time but nothing to what I deserve. . . . Sir I have heard but one prayer Since I went
from norwich. Since I went from thy house instead of prayers filthy talk &c.
. . . Dear Sir I want See the Doct again. I lay many a night and for fear of
one mans bad intention in his heart as I thought and he told me after he went to
Shore that was his end and aim but he found he was mistaken he owned but I did
keep clear of him which I have reason to praise by redeemer for all my days and
hope to go to him in Due time. . . . 86
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Nothing more is known of Storrs, but the letter presents an interesting study.
Where exactly had Storrs gone, and with whom?

Had she left school with

Wheelock’s blessing and was she planning to return? Other sources say that Storrs
was at Wheelock’s school for only three years, which would have been until 1764.
Had she been away from Lebanon for four years? What became of her? Storrs’s
letter does provide some insights, of course. Due to the ingratiating style of her
writing, she seems to deeply respect Wheelock; whether this attitude was naturally
evolved or carefully inculcated (mentally or physically) is unknown.

Her tone

suggests that she is writing in an approved-of manner. This could mean that Storrs
has been browbeaten into a self-deprecating attitude, but it more likely means that
she felt truly blessed by the opportunities presented by Wheelock’s school. Storrs
asks for no aid in her letter; this is what makes her declarations all the more genuine.
She writes as a religious woman, and probably enjoyed the community of faith at
Moor’s Charity School. As much as she might have enjoyed her school community,
her experiences after leaving demonstrate the difficulties met by cultural gobetweens.

Not all of Wheelock’s female students adjusted well to school life. Thanks to
the paperwork she left behind, Mary Secuter, a Narragansett Indian, is immortalized
as a timid young woman with a poor sense of self-worth. Had she or her family
hoped to strengthen her will with an avid adherence to Wheelock’s New Light
tenets? Did her family send her to school for knowledge, salvation, vocation, or
nutrition? Like those of her classmates Johnson and Storrs, Secuter’s actual reasons
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for attending the charity school remain obscured. That she has left more documents
behind her, however, should help us tease out some suppositions about her life. Like
Storrs, she had difficulty adjusting to the demands o f a bicultural world.
In March 1767, Eleazar Wheelock received a letter from John Secuter,
Mary’s father. After thanking Wheelock for “the Christian education you have giv’n
my Daughter,” he relates that Hezekiah Calvin has requested Mary’s hand.
Secuter—perhaps not realizing that while he may have sent his daughter to be
educated and catechized, Wheelock was more directly training her to be a
missionary’s wife— states that the marriage is something he will “by no means
Consent to, and shou’d be very glad if you wou’d use your reasonable powers to
Dissuade my Daughter from such design.—Not that I have ever heard anything
against the young man.”

on

John Secuter’s letter is interesting in .several respects.

Most important,

although he has relinquished immediate control over his daughter, he shows that he
has retained the right to exert paternal power.

His refusal to allow the marriage

seemed to be merely an exercise of power; a year and a half later, he consented to
the match. It was now Mary who had misgivings, expressed in a letter to Wheelock.
This letter, however, should be read in view of her confessions. In December 1767,
Mary Secuter participated in some kind of Christmas-season revelry in the
schoolhouse. According to her confession, she had “been repeatedly Scandalaously
guilty o f the Sin of Drunkeness and particularly last Evening. . . I went into the
School while I was intoxicated with Liquor and there behaved myself in.,a Lude and
very immodest Manner among the School Boys.”88 Though she swore off “all
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Spirituous Liquors for time to come,” by March of 1768 she had rescinded her oath.
Her second confession, written in Wheelock’s hand, mentions her regret for bringing
OQ

dishonor to the school with her “wicked & sinful conduct.”
Finally, in July 1768, Mary Secuter wrote a sort of letter o f resignation to
Wheelock, stating:
I am quite discouraged with myself. Ye longer I Stay in ye School ye worse I am—
dont think I shall ever do any good to ye Cause: & it will Cost a great deal to keepe
me hear, wh will be Spending Money to no porpose. I have been more trouble to ye
Doctor than all my mates. Dont think I desarve ye honour of being in your School,
if agreeable to ye Docter I Should be glad to leave the School next week & be no
longer a member of it.90

Mary Secuter may have been weak-willed.

She may also have been

physically compelled to repent or sign confessions. Wheelock was not hesitant to
use corporeal punishment to enforce acceptable behavior. On the other hand, there is
no direct evidence that Secuter was physically disciplined; perhaps some kind of
logic or tradition of thought persuaded her that Wheelock knew best. At any rate,
Secuter continued to seek Wheelock’s approval even after she had left the school.
She presented her quandary over Calvin in a letter to her mentor, referring to the
“Promes” she had made to the young man. But, she continues,
I think it best not to Marry him I think he has no regards for me more than he has for
any giral. So I entend to live Single. . . . my Parents are a mind I should have
Calvin I love him well enough but what to do I know not but I hope I Shall be
Derected to do what is rite.91

Perhaps Secuter’s family sent her to Wheelock solely for academic, religious,
and vocational reasons. Her progress in school, catechism, and homemaking skills
were not complained of in Wheelock’s papers. She had not adjusted well to living
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among the English, but in her later life in her home community she might have
benefited from her intercultural knowledge.

Of all the female students who attended Moor’s Charity School, Wheelock
probably considered Hannah Garrett his greatest success.

Garrett left no written

records; she is referred to in some of her classmates’ correspondence, but it is
difficult to glean much personal information from these accounts. While it is again
difficult to pin down her reasons for attending Wheelock’s school, her subsequent
behavior suggests that she internalized many o f Wheelock’s beliefs as her own.
Garrett arrived in Lebanon in 1763. Presumably she attended class with the
other young women and was trained in housewifery by an Englishwoman in town.
In August 1765, Joseph Woolley asked Wheelock to “write to Mr Garrett in Favour
of the Cause, which his Daughter & I have been about.” Woolley, writing from his
mission among the Six Nations, added, “I cant take it well for her, if at Just at the
End, she should turn the Contrary.”

As it turned out, his worries were for nought.

He developed tuberculosis in 1766 and died in November. By December, Garrett
was wed to David Fowler.
Garrett’s turn o f affection is an interesting glimpse at the social situation of
the missions and among Wheelock’s alumni.

Fowler had been in contact with

Woolley while they were at their respective missions.

Perhaps Garrett had

transferred her feelings before Woolley even fell ill. Maybe she and Fowler waited
until after the death of their friend to wed. Garrett may have thought she was doing
her duty in marrying and supporting a missionary husband whether that meant she
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married Woolley or Fowler. But it is equally possible that having believed she was
fit to be a missionary’s wife, when faced with the possibility that the object of her
ambitions was dying, she felt she had no recourse but to accept Fowler. Wheelock
(not to mention Fowler) was no doubt pleased with the match; it proved that his plan
to take in both girls and boys had not been in vain. However, to read events strictly
from his point of view would be an injustice to the others involved^)
Most of the girls educated at Moor’s Charity School did not become the
wives of missionaries. The majority returned to their home communities, whence
little further information was forthcoming.

Several of the female students were

unable to return home but were also unable to fully join colonial society. For young
women, the uses of a Wheelock education in either the settlers’ or Indians’ world
were extremely limited.

By 1773, even among those graduates whom Wheelock counted as his most
successful proteges, there was discontent.

David Fowler, Samson Occom, and

Joseph Johnson collaborated on a plan to found a separate Christian settlement of
Native Americans. Their plan called for the purchase o f land on which to construct
their community. In an attempt to buy Iroquois land in 1774, Johnson explained
their reasoning to a group of Oneidas:
There are so many wicked, or unjust men, among the English, yet there are great
many good, and Just men amongst the English, who loves the poor Indians. . . but all
I have to say about the English at present is this Whilst our forefathers were blind,
and ignorant yea drowned in Spirituous Liquors; the English striped them, yea they
as it were cut off their Right hands;—and now we their Children just opening our
Eyes. . . . So now Brethren, we leave the English those who have acted unjustly
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towards us in New England, I say we leave them all in the hands of the God who
knoweth all things, and will reward every one according to their deeds whether good
or Evil.94
Johnson went on to describe the intended town as “a Place somewhere, for us. . .to
settle down together in Peace.”95 The Oneidas agreed to donate a tract of land in
New York. In March of 1775, settlement o f the new town began. Though the site of
the community was changed several times (its final location was in eastern
Wisconsin), its mission remained the same. While its settlers wanted to get away
from the encroaching colonists and their evil influences of sin and alcohol, they also
chose to maintain their Christian beliefs and some English ways.

The endeavor

brings to light one result of the former students’ experiment in intercultural
adaptation. The best use that these men thought they could make o f their schooling
was to withdraw from both colonial and traditional native societies.
For Samson Occom, the establishment of a separate Indian settlement was a
defeat in some ways, a victory in others. Once, he had stood in the presence of a
king and probably felt that his voice was heard, that he had gained some recognition
and respect for all Indians o f the colonies. He knew that other attempts to set up
English schools for Native American students had floundered. He had faith in his
mentor, though, believing that Wheelock was about to try something bolder. But
Occom was disappointed by Wheelock’s use of the donated funds. He was not alone
in his disillusionment.

Many of Wheelock’s students had failed to shine as

missionaries, but it was those who did— Occom, Fowler, Johnson, Garrett—who saw
the need to break away and create a society that was neither English nor Indian but
both.

CONCLUSION

While Wheelock was not particularly gifted in the art of multicultural
sensitivity, his efforts at Native American education benefited many of his students.
In fact, Wheelock’s motives aside, the environment o f Moor’s Charity School and
Dartmouth College gave Indian students the opportunity for an education not
available in their home settlements. Wheelock’s students were not dumb recipients
of unwanted skills. Most came from families who sought to better understand and
adapt to colonial society via an English education.
In 1997, Dartmouth College alumna Louise Erdrich claimed that in 1972, she
entered the school as “a member of the first class of women and Native
Americans.”96 While there are no records o f women attending the college during
Wheelock’s lifetime, six male Native Americans are known to have been students
between 1769 and 1781. Out of a student body of approximately 120, these six were
visible evidence o f the success o f the preparatory school in training for further
education. Three o f the young men graduated. After Wheelock, and, perhaps more
tellingly, after the formation of the United States, very few American Indian students
are recorded as Dartmouth College pupils or graduates.

07

After the death of Eleazar Wheelock in 1779, his son John succeeded him to
the presidency o f the college. He continued to support Indians at the preparatory
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school until 1785, at which point it was heavily indebted to the college for its
maintenance. No further Indian students were taken on at the charity school until
1800, when the Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge paid funds
it had promised to Occom and Whitaker.

As these funds continued to be paid

intermittently, money was irregularly available for charity students. The money was
eventually depleted, and Moor’s Charity School ceased to exist in about 1850. An
1893 attempt to reopen the school was denied by the Scottish society.

go

Eleazar Wheelock went to extreme measures to educate Native American
youth. He spent countless hours raising funds, giving lessons, and administering
guidance to his pupils. But his efforts are rendered minuscule when compared to the
courage of his Indian students. These young people left behind their homes and
families to learn new ways and methods of adaptation to bring back home, along
with new ideas for cultural survival.

More important than trying to decipher

Wheelock’s “true” motives for creating a charity school or his wording of the college
charter, investigating the lives o f his students gives timely insight into the perils and
promise of multicultural education.
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